
 
 
Français   langue   10 mail:        rmarshik@deltasd.bc.ca   
Mlle.   Marshik site:     marshik.weebly.com  
Salle   105  

 
Course   content   /   units:  

- Language   (slang,   expressions,   language   families)  
- Vocabulary  
- Novels,   short   stories   and   creative   writing  
- The   news   (world   events   and   disasters)  
- Poetry  

 
Authors   include:  

Victor   Hugo,   Amélie   Nothomb,   Boris   Vian,   Jacques   Prévert,   Jean   Giono...  
  
Grammar:  

- general   revision   of   all   verb   tenses  
- introduction   of   subjunctive   and   past   conditional   modes  
- special   focus   on   masc/fem,   passé   composé,   anglicismes,   object   pronouns  

 
Binder   organisation   in   class:  

- Suggested   categories:   
- 1   vocabulary   notes   (can   also   be   written   in   a   notebook)  
- 2   grammar   notes   (can   also   be   written   in   a   notebook)  
- 3   evaluated   work  
- 4   practice   work/other  

 
Hours:  
 
I   am   available   in   the   morning   (usually   as   early   as   7:30),   after   school,   and   during   ILT.  
 
Assessment:  
 
Your   overall   mark   is   based   on   a   combination   of   your   marks   in   different   skills   (listening,   speaking,  
reading,   vocabulary,   grammar/translation,   writing,   homework/assignments).   
 
Redos:  
 
Grammar   and   vocabulary   quizzes   can   be   rewritten   up   to   two   weeks   after   the   date   of   the   original   quiz.  
Unwritten   quizzes   are   marked   as   a   zero.    If   you   miss   a   quiz,   please   complete   it   within   a   week   so  
everyone   is   able   to   receive   timely   feedback.  

 
Diagnostic   test:  
 
At   the   beginning   of   the   year,   you   will   write   a   diagnostic   test.    The   test   isn’t   counted   for   marks,   but   will  
give   you   an   idea   of   which   skills   you   need   to   focus   on   and   helps   me   know   which   skills   the   class   in  
general   needs   to   focus   on.    You   will   repeat   the   diagnostic   towards   the   end   of   the   school   year.  
 
 



 
Resources   available   on   the   website  

- Links   to   Quizlet   sets  
- There   is   a   link   for   your   grade   (for   vocab)  
- There   is   a   separate   link   for   spelling   and   grammar   sets  

- Quizlet   is   a   free   app,   but   if   you   want   to   study   offline,   I   believe   you   have   to   pay   a  
yearly   fee.  

- To   use   quizlet   effectively,   focus   on   practice   modes   where   you   have   to   produce  
the   French   word   yourself.    The   matching   game   is   good   review,   but   not   as  
effective   for   memorization.  

- Quizlet   also   allows   you   to   copy   /   share   /   modify   sets,   track   your   progress,   and   print  
flashcard   sets   and   word   lists...  

- PDFs   of   notes   (grammar   and   vocabulary).    The   grammar   tab   has   general   French   grammar  
notes   for   all   levels   (with   the   grammar   explained   in   English).  

- Practice   versions   and   outlines   for   final   exams.  
- Links   to   websites   for   additional   practice.  
- Study   tips   specifically   about   learning   languages.  
- Information   about   assessment.  

 
 
Work   habits   to   help   you   succeed:  
 
1   Complete   all   practice   work   even   if   you   think   you   don’t   have   the   right   answers.    Waiting   for   the  
answers   and   then   copying   them   will   not   help   you   improve   your   language   skills.  
 
2   Ask   questions   and   ask   for   feedback.  
 
3   Stay   organised   and   use   a   calendar.  
 
4   Do   not   use   google   translate.  
 
5   Analyse   your   grammatical   mistakes.    If   you   don’t   understand   why   something   you   wrote   is   wrong,  
ask.  
 
6   Review   frequently   and   use   the   resources   provided   like   quizlet.    Just   rereading   your   notes   is   an  
ineffective   way   to   study.   
 
7   Reading   in   French   is   one   of   the   best   ways   to   improve   your   general   language   skills.  
 
8   Stay   off   your   phone   in   class   and   turn   it   off   at   night   so   you   get   enough   sleep.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Fral   10   -   Table   of   contents   -   Vocabulaire  
Unité  Numéro  Titre  

Langue  1  Langue   et   linguistique  

2  Étymologie  

3  Orthographe  

4  Expressions   idiomatiques  

5   Chiac  

6  Argot   et   mots   informels  

7  Métiers   et   gens  

Contes  8  Orthographe  

9  Adjectifs  

10  Vocab   littéraire  

11  Verbes   de   communication  

12  Verbes   de   mouvement  

Actualité  13  Actualité   1  

14  Mots   politiques   /   économiques   similaires   à   l’anglais  

15  Actualité   2  

16  Actualité   3  

Roman  -  7   listes   du   vocabulaire   du   roman   Antéchrista  

Vocabulaire  17  École   et   éducation  

18  Endroits  

19  Sports   et   santé  

20  Gens  

21  Concepts   et   sentiments  

22  Expressions   avec   faire   et   avoir  

Poésie  23  Figures   de   style  

24  Onomatopée  

 



Fral   10   -   Table   of   contents   -   Notes   de   grammaire  
Unité  Numéro  Titre  

Langue  1  Masculin   /   Féminin  

 2  Déterminants   (this,   my,   all,   some…)   et   H   aspiré  

 3  Pluriel  

 4  Mots   à   double   genre  

 5  Métiers   /   Noms   au   féminin  

Contes  6  Adjectifs  

 7  Prépositions   géographiques   (à,   en,   au,   aux)  

 8  Accents   et   majuscules  

 9  Homophones   et   er/é  

 10  Passé   composé   (j’ai   mangé)  

 11  Imparfait   (je   mangeais)  

Actualité  12  Présent,   Passé   récent,   futur   proche,   présent   progressif  

 13  Plus-que-parfait   (j’avais   mangé)  

Vocab  14  Impératif   (commands)  

 15  COD   /   COI   (pronouns)  

 16  Futur   simple   et   conditionnel  

Victor   Hugo   et  
poésie  

17  Anglicismes   (1)  

 18  Anglicismes   (2)  

 19  Faux   amis  

 20  Subjonctif  

 


